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Tessa Of Destiny
The girls land the job of reporting on Prince Alex and Tessa's wedding in Transylvania
for VAMP Magazine, but Olivia is confronted with happy couples at every turn as she
pines for Jackson.
Gable is far more involved with Tessa than she'd ever guess - yes, he sees her as the
woman who could destroy his career, but more than that. To him she is the woman who
could save him from a genius that borders on madness, and he will go to any lengths to
ensure she belongs to him.
The new blockbuster from one of the world's greatest storytellers delves into the life of
Emma Harte--the original Woman of Substance--and the ambitious, passionate, and
volatile women of the next generations. Evan, Tessa, Linnet, and India: four remarkable
women. Three generations of Hartes. One indomitable family whose loyalty binds them
together and whose enemies want to tear them apart. Evan Hughes, Emma's American
great-granddaughter, is trying to integrate into the powerful Harte family. She is caught
between her estranged parents, her new family, and her new love. But a dangerous
enemy hovers in the background. Tessa Longden, Evan's cousin, is battling her
husband for custody of their daughter, Adele. When Adele suddenly goes missing,
Tessa is forced to seek help from her half-sister Linnet-a woman who has been her rival
all their lives. Linnet, the most brilliant businesswoman of the four greatgranddaughters, is desperately trying to show that she is the natural heir to her mother,
Paula. But her glittering future at the helm of the vast Harte empire means many
sacrifices, perhaps even the loss of her sister's fragile trust. And India Standish, the
traditionalist in the family, falls in love with a famous British artist from a working-class
background. Madly in love, India is determined to marry him, no matter what her family
thinks. It is Evan who finds new perspective about her own life from the revelations in
letters that Emma wrote to Evan's grandmother decades ago. But they may come too
late.... As conflict and danger swirl around the Harte women, someone is pulling the
strings to make sure none of them finds happiness. Who among them will rise to the
challenges as only a true Harte can do? This latest dramatic story in the ongoing saga
of an extraordinary family dynasty is full of love, passion, jealousy, and ambition. It is
Barbara Taylor Bradford at her inimitable best.
Have you been looking for a new religion to take you into the space age? Are you tired
of the debate between religion and science turning into the two camps of the
superstitious versus a cold and disinterested universe? The answer to your dilemmas is
here in the Annabran Documents, The Holy Book of Pantheism, written by Australian
female Prophet Barbara. As the foundation scripture of the Annabran Religion, this
book will lead you into the new world of a scientifically congruent and spiritually
empowering Cosmic religion with inspired pantheistic tenets. Learn that divinity is in the
here and now. Enter into partnership with the loving and intelligent Cosmic totality that
Annabrans know as Annabra/Kyrod. The Annabran Documents offers a complete
space age approach to your spiritual needs and enables each individual to live in
ongoing Cosmic relationship and flourishing, helping you connect intimately with the
knowing and loving Annabra that supports your life and projects in every way.
Dane Boudreau’s hidden a secret his entire life. Somebody wants to make sure that
secret gets buried—along with Dane—permanently. Hacker Destiny Smith discovers a
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contract on Dane’s life and offers to track down the person gunning for him. Between a
quickie elopement to Vegas and dangers lurking closer to home, Dane and Destiny
must figure out who wants him six feet under before that wish becomes a reality and
ends their chance at happiness. "In Shiloh Springs, Kathy Ivan has crafted warm,
engaging characters that will steal your heart and a mystery that will keep you reading
to the very last page." Barb Han, USA TODAY and Publisher's Weekly Bestselling
Author Kathy Ivan’s books are addictive, you can’t read just one.” Susan Stoker, NYT
Bestselling Author
Julie Smith and Graeme McKenzie grew up together but their budding teenage
romance dramatically stalls. Julie becomes a leading fashion designer in New Zealand
while Graeme follows an exciting career in the R.A.F. Both separately marry, but they
secretly hold deeply hidden feelings for each other. Thrown together by a chance
encounter in Sydney, Australia their mutual secret surfaces and a sensuous weekend
follows. Yet professional and domestic commitments means they must part once more.
Can their normal lives ever resume? Can they live a doublelife? Follow them through
four stages of their diverse worlds of high fashion and of a high ranking and heroic air
force officer.
Welcome to Destiny, Ohio—where coming home means finding your true heart and
maybe even your true love Tessa Sheridan came crawling back to her quaint
hometown of Destiny after her big-city interior design career crumbled. Now not only
must she struggle to make ends meet, but she has to contend with a biker next door
and the roar of Harleys shattering the serenity of her cabin in the woods by Whisper
Falls. Worse still, her sexy, bad boy neighbor makes her feel breathless and weak—and
shy, petite Tessa knows what a major mistake it would be to get involved with someone
so . . . dangerous. They say that former teen rebel Lucky Romo has a dark, secret
past—that he’s trouble with a capital "T." Still, Tessa feels all tingly when she sees how
well he fills out a pair of tight jeans. And when Lucky invites her into his world, she
knows the intense heat sparking between them could lead her somewhere wild and
wonderful . . . and, yes, dangerous!
The monster under the bed is real. In fact, all the monsters are real, as well as the heroes and
everything in between because all Fiction is real and exists in a dimension called Story.
However, plenty of them hang out in the Mortal world, living both innocent and nefarious lives.
This might not mean much to the average Mortal unaware of the Fictional characters living
among them, but for The Last Scion--the only Mortal that can kill those Fictional
characters--things are about to become very complicated. Tessa Battle is that Mortal. Upon her
return to Lore, Oregon after years bouncing around boarding schools in Europe, Tessa had her
sights set on simple things like shoe shopping, finding a hot boyfriend, and eating as many
pancakes as humanly possible. However, the Last Scion mantle Tessa just got saddled with is
not making any of that easy, and as Tessa and her new friends are about to learn, Story is long
from done with her, no matter how much she'd like to deny her destiny. With more than one
monster chasing her and questionable characters like The Snow Queen and Robin Hood as
her allies, Tessa is going to need all the superpowers she inherited just to stay alive. And
maybe, just maybe, it's a GOOD thing that behind her back, Stories call her THE
STORYKILLER.
Tessa did not believe in Fate. Nor did she believe in miracles. Yet, a single decision veers her
life onto a collision course of bizarre events.
TAYLOR BOUDR AIN, HOLLYWOOD HUNK , WANTED A CHALLENGE; TESSA PAT
TERSON NEVER SAW LOVE COMING. Taylor Boudrain is bored. Hes the media-proclaimed
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King of Hollywooda successful movie star and womanizer. He has everything he could ever
wantfame, fortune, and popularity so why is he so bored? In a world where everything is
handed to him, Taylor wants a challenge. He wants everyone to forget his name, but its hard to
do in a city filled with his face. Taylor decides to leave Tinseltown and head out on a crosscountry adventure, with nothing but his motorcycle and the cold, hard pavement. Following a
collision with a tractor trailer in Western, New York, Taylor wakes up in the ICU. His nurse is
Tessa Pattersona beautiful single mother, raising her son, Andrew, who suffers from
autismand she isnt impressed by Taylors Hollywood charm. Or is she? Taylor and Tessa just
might be perfect for each other, but nothing is easy when caring for a child with autism. In
order for them to live happily ever afterjust like in the moviesTaylor and Tessa must go on
emotional and spiritual journeys, learning to support Andrew and support one another.
Questo cofanetto contiene 4 romanzi PASSIONE A MEZZANOTTE di R. Ryan Quando Tessa
partecipa a un'asta benefica dove in palio c'è un fine settimana in sua compagnia, gli uomini
tra il pubblico si scatenano in offerte. A fare quella migliore è il suo migliore amico, il milionario
Ryan. La loro fuga romantica, però, è a solo uso della stampa. O così dice lui! IL CONFINE
DEL DESIDERIO di J. Lemmon Lavorano insieme, sono l'uno il confidente dell'altra e sono
migliori amici da sempre: Flynn e Sabrina non avevano mai superato il tacito confine del loro
rapporto. Fino a un bacio la notte di San Valentino. Quando Sabrina si trova costretta a
trasferirsi da Flynn, quel che resta del confine crolla. TENTAZIONE IRRESISTIBILE di J.
Wood Anni prima Tanna lo ha lasciato all'altare e ora pensa che basti essere tornata per fare
ammenda? Niente di quello che potrà dire o fare servirà a ricostruire la fiducia che il milionario
Levi aveva in lei e nel loro amore. Ma ora che ha bisogno di aiuto per un affare è a Tanna che
si rivolge. EREDITA' PERFETTA di E. Bevarly Hannah scopre di essere l'erede di una delle
più ricche famiglie di New York solo quando riceve un ingente patrimonio dal nonno. L'unico
modo per entrarne in possesso, però, è sottostare a una clausola: restare incinta entro sei
mesi. Il candidato-padre ideale sembra essere il suo amico Yeager...
Includes an excerpt from Fablehaven Adventure book 1: Dragonwatch.
Evelyn Rogers calls the romances of Martha Hix "sexy." "Explosive. Extraordinary. Pure
ambrosia," raves Rendezvous. Now, the acclaimed author of River Magic brings you a love
story set on a Mississippi riverboat--a story that will captivate and bewitch you--a story to
winyour heart... Burke O'Brien's orders to his crew were explicit: No females, young or old,
were to board his Mississippi riverboat on his thirtieth birthday. Long ago, the brawny captain
of the Yankee Princess had been cursed to meet his bride on that date, and he would do
anything to break thehex. Then, just as the clock was about to chime midnight on that
fatefulday, a golden-haired enchantress stole her way onto O'Brien's vessel--and into his
heart... Susan Seymour spent most of her life under the thumb of her tyrannical father. Now,
she had a chance to escape his cruelty forever. Fleeing a carnival with a young child in tow,
the beautiful snake charmer sought refuge on a New Orleans-bound vessel. How could she
know that Burke O'Brien's own mysterious past was irrevocably bound to hers--his very fate in
her hands? Without her, he faced certain ruin. Without him, Susan could lose not only her
chance for a new life, but the love the sensual captain was awakening in her heart....
‘Aan zijn voeten’ van Tessa Afshar vertelt over de geschiedenis van Ruth en Boaz: het
liefdesverhaal dat de toekomst van het volk Israël bepaalde. Straatarm en rouwend om haar
man komt Ruth aan in Israël. Haar enige hoop is dat ze genoeg voedsel kan verzamelen om
haar schoonmoeder Naomi en zichzelf te behoeden voor de hongerdood. Maar God heeft een
groter plan met haar leven. Tussen alle mensen die haar behandelen als uitschot is er één
man die haar nood ziet en hulp biedt. Deze Boaz kan zijn ogen niet van Ruth afhouden. Hij
houdt zichzelf voor dat hij alleen maar zo vriendelijk is vanwege zijn familieband met Naomi,
maar diep vanbinnen weet hij wel beter.

Tessa and Walter have, by all appearances, the perfect marriage. And they seem to be
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ideal parents for their somewhat rebellious teenage daughter, Regina. Without warning,
however, their comfortable lives are thrown into turmoil when a disturbing customer
comes into the salon where Tessa works as a manicurist. Suddenly, Tessa's world is
turned upside down as revelations come to light about the mother she thought had
abandoned her in childhood and the second sight that she so guardedly seeks to keep
from others. Phyllis Schieber's first novel, Strictly Personal, for young adults, was
published by Fawcett-Juniper. Willing Spirits was published by William Morrow. The
Sinner's Guide to Confession was published by Berkley Putnam in 2008. Her short
story, The Stocking Store, appears in Bell Bridge Books' 2011 anthology, The Firefly
Dance. Married and a mother, Phyllis Schieber lives in Hastings-on-Hudson, New York.
www.phyllisschieber.com
Whether it’s the promise of love’s first kiss, the smoldering fire of unanticipated
attraction, or the lighthearted tale of a lonely mermaid, our collection of original short
stories will fill your heart with romance. Let your heart take a romantic journey where
tales of romance come floating across the land of 10,000 lakes into your heart on a
warm autumn breeze Our original short stories offer a cornucopia of tales, as varied as
the brightly colored fall leaves to make you smile and even bring a tear to your eye.
From the slow burn of secret unrequited passion, to unspoken love, to a second chance
at love, let these stories transport your heart on a romantic journey. A Splash with Fate
by Rhonda Brutt When their paths crossed, Kaitlyn and Samuel had no idea how an act
of charity, along with a few homeless animals, would change their lives. Always a
Wedding Planner by Jude Wiesner Until Tessa can recognize that the one man totally
wrong for her could be mister right, she will remain always a wedding planner, never a
bride. Camp Crooked Lake by Jill Revak After seventeen years, city-girl Molly Rhodes
revisits her childhood camp and reconnects with her first crush. Cara’s Swim by Kristy
Johnson On the quiet shores of Lake Sylvia, amongst the golden colors of fall, Cara
Waters expected to spend her days overseeing renovations of camp Chi-Ro and
working on her novel. Instead she inadvertently exposed an old mystery, and found the
love of her life. Cup a’Java by Ingrid Anderson Sampo A parcel of the citizens of
Foulwell, a motley group, come together at the Cup ‘a Java for caffeine, a chat and
some playful razzing. Tall tales of an alleged romance figure prominently in the
conversation. Fish Flirt Too by Peg Pierson To save her beloved lakeside Inn from the
clutches of her greedy stepdaughter, Savanah needs a miracle. Not a merman… For the
Love of Bertha by Ann Nardone An old legend leads a lost soul to find answers … and
maybe love. Ghost Light by Rachael Passan The spark between a paranormal
investigator and a theater owner is given a helping “hand” from three card-playing
seniors in a being-renovated Minnesota movie house. Knight of the Witching Hour by
Christopher Edmund Caden Lee Wester was a drifter. A lone wolf seeking solitude on a
peaceful night at the lake until a young woman, in desperate need of help, plucked him
from reality, tossing him head first into a fantastical adventure filled with magic,
monsters, and witches Magic at Moose Lake by Diane Wiggert While Shelby Maguire
escapes to her friend’s cabin to find peace, quiet and to seek the answers to her man
troubles. Tanner Burke heads to the same cabin to seek the illusive whitetail. But will an
unexpected week together lead them to find something else? Railroad Ties by Rose
Marie Meuwissen Little did Kayla know, by following her late husband’s love of trains to
the shores of Lake Superior, she would end up on the right track to fall in love again.
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The Inheritance by Kathleen Nordstrom All in one day, Katie lost her inheritance, was
unable to carry out her dead grandmother's burial wishes and found love in a horse
stable. The Leap by Angeline Fortin A passionate confession at a lakeside celebration
sends a single mother reeling and wondering if she should take a leap of her own. Third
Times a Charm by KT Alexander A witch, with a forbidden old flame, and the power of
Samhain. Read our anthology, Romancing the Lakes of Minnesota—Autumn, and get
carried away on the gentle winds of autumn in Minnesota filled with stories of romance
set on Minnesota’s lakes and experience the unique voices from our Minnesota
author’s imaginations.
Available digitally for the first time—a classic Signet Regency Romance, and a magical
tale of love from one of our most popular regency authors.“Wish Always With Love…” or
so reads the locket given to Miss Alexandra Barlow by the mysterious woman of the
woods. After her father loses his fortune and the family home—forcing her to work as a
housekeeper—she is ready for a bit of magic. But will Robert Stanford, handsome new
lord of the manor, be the one to make her wishes come true, or will he be a threat to the
children she is trying so hard to protect?
Moments after she is born, Tessa Barcussy is branded as 'trouble'. On the same day,
her father Freddie encounters a Romany Gypsy who makes a chilling prediction about
Tessa's destiny. Freddie finds it so disturbing that he writes it down and hides it in a
sealed envelope - never to be opened, he hopes. Yet the gypsy's words haunt him as
he bonds with his new baby daughter. Hyper-sensitive and rebellious, Tessa grows up
a misfit, difficult to handle and disruptive. Freddie and his wife Kate struggle to raise this
challenging child and nurture her creative gifts. Tessa feels that her path to happiness
is chequered, growing up in the shadow of her sister, golden-child Lucy, and hiding a
dark secret from everyone? Will the words of the Romany Gypsy come true? Or will
they empower Tessa to finally become the person she was born to be?
In HAVEN, San Francisco nightclub owner Carina Tranquilli survives a vicious attack by
her vampire family’s longtime archenemies. Several weeks later, as she struggles with
PTSD and survivor’s guilt, supervillain Dixon resurfaces and kidnaps two of her best
friends. To save them, Carina must comply with the evil bastard’s unusual demands.
The kicker? She must tell no one what she is up to. Meanwhile, she has a new dance
club to open for the preternatural community, a fated soul mate acting secretive and
distant, and a sexy, new, undead friend who’d love to take Alexander’s place in her
heart and bed. Blackmailed, betrayed, tempted…sometimes destiny has a wicked sense
of humor.
With an unforgettable dread, a deadly plague from an unimaginable source drags the
mix-species inhabitants of Quinntessa into a hell worse than their own most horrible
nightmares...and yours.
He is a lethal vampire, bound by an ancient curse. She is an agent of homeland
security, investigating a dangerous cult. Theirs is a Blood Destiny about to unfold…
Descended from the progeny of Celestial Gods and humans, Nathaniel Silivasi is
handsome, seductive, and powerful beyond measure: a lethal vampire. Belonging to an
ancient civilization that sacrificed its females to the verge of extinction, he is also
cursed. Like all the sons of Jadon, he is incapable of producing female offspring and
required to sacrifice a first born son as atonement for the sins of his forefathers. While
he belongs to a modern civilization, he is bound by primeval law. When Jocelyn Levi
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stumbles upon Nathaniel's pristine mountain valley, she is not prepared for the collision
of worlds she is about to encounter. As an agent of the homeland security department,
ICE, the beautiful, defiant female has an agenda of her own: to stop the ritualistic
slaughter of innocent young women by a human trafficking ring. Little does she know,
the evil she seeks is unlike anything she has ever witnessed. She has entered a world
of warriors, code, and mystery, where the predators are divided only by degrees of light
and shadow, and the dark handsome stranger who has come to her aid is the most
dangerous of all. What would you do if the moon turned red, and your life was no longer
your own?
BACK COVER Tess is in her sophomore year of college when she decides she needs
time to figure out what she wants to do with her life. She drops out of all her classes
and heads home, much to her mother's chagrin. What is to come, though, will not only
reveal much about Tessa's destiny, but also threaten the existence of her world...and
others. Joining a band, Tessa discovers that one of her bandmates, Melly, is very
special. Melly is from the Four Realms, a world where music is magic. The magic is
powered by four Great Trees, and one of them has started dying. Tessa, Melly, and
other members of the band, Keira and Zeke, travel to the Realms to try to help save it.
What the friends discover is that the trees are dying due to a being known as Tefalen
weaving disharmony into their lifesong. Determined to stop Tefalen and restore life to
the trees, Tessa embarks on a journey that involves magic, music, and the mysteries of
time. Having returned home to find the path for her life, Tessa encounters love, wonder,
and danger in a whole new world as she finds herself moving to the RHYTHMS OF
MAGIC. From Genre Fiction Author J. H. Fleming comes a stunning novel of self
discovery and mystical music. RHYTHMS OF MAGIC. From Pro Se Productions.
This is a fantasy fiction and sweet romance short story (word count 3,351). Tessa can
see what most people cannot, including the long voyage of her best friend Edward who
will sail off leaving her to find his fortune. However, even she cannot see everything
especially when it comes to matters of the heart. Making her quite unprepared when
Edward comes back home four years later, having changed from a boy to a man. A
man what’s more who is desperate to see and speak with Tessa!
Tessa doesn't believe in magic. Or Fate. But there's something weird about the dusty
unicorn tapestry she discovers in a box of old books. She finds the creature woven
within it compelling and frightening. After the tapestry comes into her possession,
Tessa experiences dreams of the past and scenes from a brutal hunt that she herself
participated in. When she accidentally pulls a thread from the tapestry, Tessa releases
a terrible centuries old secret. She also meets William de Chaucy, an irresistible 16thcentury nobleman. His fate is as inextricably tied to the tapestry as Tessa's own.
Together, they must correct the wrongs of the past. But then the Fates step in, making
a tangled mess of Tessa's life. Now everyone she loves will be destroyed unless Tessa
does their bidding and defeats a cruel and crafty ancient enemy.
Welcome to the world of Port - a future where teleportation is possible, where all the
conveniences (and the associated political dynamics) of being anywhere at any time
are a daily part of life. Five-year-old Tessa Germaine witnesses an argument between
her mother and father, watches as her father leaves never to return. Twenty-five years
later, Tessa fully realizes her destiny. Part of the class of 2048, she is promoted into the
Port Division of the FBI, the same division her father helped to form when last she saw
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him. Now Tessa is part of a team that investigates teleportation incidents - accidents
and acts of sabotage. And as fate would have it, she is partnered with her father's old
partner, Frank. Frank is days from retirement and more than happy to welcome Tessa
to her father's world before he heads to Florida to stick his feet in the sand. Except
Tessa and Frank's first case leads them down a path, a path that not only uncovers
truths about her father's death but peril for the entire world. Port tells the tale of a future
that confirms the more things change, the more they stay the same. Part crime novel,
part rippled reflection of a future where big ever takes advantage of little, Port flips the
conventions of the near future sci-fi thriller. And by the time we reach the chilling finale,
we may question Tessa's loyalty to her father's memory in favor of the unbelievable
machinations of those she challenges.
An enigmatic jewelry case, holding human remains, arrives at the cottage of Sherlock
Holmes, enticing him from his retirement refuge in the Sussex Downs. Holmes sets out
on the trail of the murderer taunting him, joining forces with one of his former Baker
Street irregulars, Tessa Wiggins. The two find themselves battling forces arising from a
time before England was a country - when the Celts were fighting for survival. Though
set in 1919, The Celtic Phoenix is steeped in the enigmatic culture of the ancient Celts
who reigned over much of Europe three thousand years ago. It was a time when the
bond with Nature was strong... when people walked in the old ways... and when women
were the equals to men as warriors, priests, and poets. The Celtic Phoenix is the
journey of three women who rise from the ashes of their past like fearsome phoenixes
and shake the rational foundations upon which Sherlock Holmes built his life and
career.
From the New York Times bestselling author of the Sisters Grimm and NERDS comes
the second book in an action-packed middle grade series with equal parts humor and
heart! When Finn is saved from the Time Rangers by an older version of himself, it
comes with a catch. Old Man Finn needs Finn and his friends, Lincoln and Julep, to
help him win battles he lost years ago against the Paradox, a terrible creatures
obsessed with revenge against Finn's father. If they succeed, he promises to tell Finn
where his father is. He even gives them a pair of time-traveling pajamas to help them
with their quest. There's only one problem. The pajamas malfunction almost
immediately. Along the way the kids avoid being eaten by sabretooths, shot by
revolutionary war soldiers, and start a war with a town full of holograms, all in an effort
to fix the jammies. Just when their goal is in sight, Julep gets sick. Only...it doesn't
seem like she's sick. It seems like she's changing. The adventure may cost Finn more
than an old pair of pajamas--it may cost him his friends!
Hope only wants to find out if her ability to infuse euphoria or despair with her touch
makes her the devil's spawn, or his exterminator. But when the woman who raised her
is murdered by something not human, she loses the only family she knew and
discovers one she might wish she hadn’t. Drawn back to the home town she vowed
never to return to, her ability is seen as an asset to everyone but Hope, and she doesn't
know who to trust. Her family wants her to help them overcome an enemy oppressing
the human population, while the man of her dreams is courting her for the Underworld.
Time is running out, and Hope’s choice may be made for her, as she discovers she’s
a pawn in a bigger game played by a merciless ruler who doesn't lose.

How were Tessa and her friends to know that walking past that old oak tree
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would take them to such an astonishing destination? An old wreck of a mansion,
mysteriously abandoned and left to crumble generations ago. A journey through
time to the same house in its prime, beautiful and lavishly resplendent, but filled
with a family's sorrow and loss. A trench-coated gentleman, an angel, guides
Tessa and her friends back in time to bring reconciliation and direction to the
present. Time and Destiny weaves a fascinating tale of travel into the past.
Follow Tessa and her friends as they step into a series of surprising events and
sudden twists, to find they have been led all along by the hand of a caring and
compassionate God.
You can't run from your destiny, but you can fight it, you can embrace it, or you
can change it when all else fails. Lose yourself in this anthology full of 10 different
stories by 10 different authors. Find love, mystery, excitement, suspense, and...
hope when it counts. From vampires to unlikely heroes, and from novellas to fulllength novels, this collection is full of variety. Submerse yourself in the world of
fantasy you only thought you knew. As a courtesy, the authors inform you there
are some stories with cliffhangers. These are the first books or prequels to
individual series. Book 1: Prequel: Destiny Begins ~ The Twin Destinies Saga Cheryl Davis Before twins, Cora and Viola, can fulfill the destiny that fate has laid
out for them, Angelica and Thomas must overcome the obstacles that stand in
the way of their mating. Book 2: Crush – by bestselling author Chrissy Peebles
His precious touch could prove deadly… Book 3: Vampire in Denial – by
bestselling author Dale Mayer Blood doesn't just make her who she is...it also
makes her what she is. Book 4: The Coin Collector by bestselling author Kristen
Middleton In their small Iowa town, children start to go missing on their tenth
birthday. Book 5: Element – part one – by bestselling author CM Doporto College
freshman, Natalie Vega, offers to be a test patient for several vitamins and
supplements created by Kronberg Laboratories, a large pharmaceutical company
where she interns. Book 6: Kindred – by bestselling author Erica Stevens What
do you do when the one you love is also your worst enemy? Book 7: Radium
Halo’s – by bestselling author W.J. May Everyone needs to be a hero at one
point in their life. Book 8: Unseen - by bestselling author C.J. Pinard Vampire
Dylan and his family live a quiet life in western Idaho, but Dylan sees things he
wishes he could unsee. Book 9: Treasured Secrets – by C.M. Owens Her blood
paints her a target, whereas his marks him the enemy; but together they could be
the key to changing it all… Book 10: Awakening - by Samantha Long When
Sophie moves to Boston to get away from the people who ridiculed her for her
psychic talents, she wants to start fresh; but when a demon attacks her study
group at the library, she has no choice but to reveal her abilities to warn the
others. The authors of this collection wish to inform you that the books inside are
the beginnings of individual series. This is a free download. Download this free
book while the deal lasts!
The poignant and gripping new saga from the author of the bestselling The Girl
by the River and The Boy with No Boots, perfect for fans of Margeret Dickinson
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and Katie Flynn. Running away from heartache and scandal, Tessa flees
Cornwall to London in search of anonymity and freedom. Sleeping rough, scared
and suicidal, she contemplates throwing herself in the river. Then she discovers
the Samaritans and a volunteer, Dorothy, who patiently listens as Tessa pours
out a lifetime of troubles. Inspired by Dorothy, Tessa tries to turn her life around.
And when she meets Paul, she feels she has at last found a soulmate. But Paul
is not the man he seems. When a tragedy at home calls Tessa back to the
countryside she grew up in, her past and present collide. Can she finally find the
strength to fulfil her destiny? And who will be waiting to help her begin her
journey?
Music is her passion... but love is her destiny Spring, 1922 Tessa is a beautiful,
tiny, dark-eyed princess - who's given up her duties to follow her heart and work
backstage at the Viennese opera. She keeps her true idenity a well-guarded
secret, but when a wealthy, handsome Englishman discovers this bewitching
urchin backstage, Tessa's two lives collide - and in escaping her inheritance, she
finds her destiny. . .
One lover is lying. The other will kill them all. Tessa Harrison takes a cruise to
Alaska and-just like her love life-the voyage seems doomed. The fact that her ex
followed her aboard is bad enough, but this time he's brought sea monsters.
Tessa's former lover-the Sea King of the fae-isn't her only surprise visitor on the
ship. Maxwell Stokes, captain of the ghost ship Solitude, is a guardian of the
gateway between the fae and human worlds. Betrayed by the Sea King, Stokes
is determined to get vengeance until Tessa interrupts his plans. She's fire to his
ice, and the result is unexpected steam. Tessa's survival means unlocking a
destiny she never suspected. Fiercely independent, she holds the key to both
men's future-or their destruction. Both want her power. Both claim she is the only
woman they desire. Which one is telling the truth? Tessa must choose-and the
wrong choice could destroy two worlds.
In a memoir both fascinating and amazing de Warren recounts his life and as a
dancer, director, choreographer, choreographer and designer. From Eva Peron,
to the Royal Ballet, Shah of Iran to President Ford, amazing twists in a
fascinating life.
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